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cease operations.2 We do not doubt
the increasing difficulties many employers have encountered as a result
of these costs trends.
We also think, however, that it is
important to inquire whether employers who nominally pay for these
rising workers' compensation costs
do in fact actually pay for them. Or do
other participants in the economy Pay
at least some portion of the costs?This
is not merely an academic issue. As
we note later in the article, PercePtions as to who "bears the burden" of
workers' compensation reforrns have
a direct bearing on reactions to legislative proposals. Furthermore, Perceptions about who achrally pays for
workers' compensation costshave resulted in the exclusion of certain emp loy ee gr oups fro m i n s u ra n c e
coverage.
Our analysis of the question "who
actually pays for workers' compensation?" is divided into two comPonents. In a subsequent issue of the
Monitor, we will review and critique
the empirical evidence on this topic.
These findings may best be understood, however, only after an introduction to the economic theory that
undergirds such research.A review of
the economic theory is presented in
this issue of the Monitor. We have
endeavored in this two-Part series to
make the analysis accessible to noneconomists, while at the same time
not oversimplifying some of the recent findings from economic research.

Possible Payers
Ily'ho are the possible candidates for
bearing the costs of the workers' compensation program? Three leading
contenders can be found in a wide
variety of commentaries on workers'
compensation, including judicial decisions, legal treatises, and the research literature; several additional
candidates (albeit - for purposes of
this discussion - of secondary importance) may also be identified.
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Employers
Thenotionthatemployers
PaYfor
workers' compensation is reflected in
many articles dealing with recent economic developments for the Program. For example, the latest annual
Social Security Administration article
summarizing coverage, benefit, and
cost trends in workers' compensation
states:"the total costs to employers to
protect their workers against financial loss resulting from work-related
disabilities in 1989 was $48.0 billion."3 The lead article in both the
May/June 1.992 and March/APril
1992 issues of the Monitor also re'to the employers' costs of the
ferred
program.a Surely the-Ivlonitor would
not mislead its readers about who
pays for workers' compensation'
The notion that employers bear at
least a portion of the costs of the
workers' compensation program is
reinforced by the landmark '1917Supreme Court case that upheld the
constitutionality of the New York law
(Ncu York Cmtral Railroad Company a.
White,243 U.S. 188). ]ustice Pitney,
author of the Supreme Cour(s decision, posed a question similar to the
title of this article and provided an
answer (at 203-04):
'

Who is to bear the charge? It
is plain that, on grounds of natural justice, it is not unreasona b l e for the S tate, w hi l e
relieving the employer from responsibility for damages measured by common-law standards and payable in cases
where he or those for whose
conduct he is answerable are
found to be at fault, to require
him to contribute a reasonable
amount, and according to a reasonable and definite scale, by
way of compensation for the
loss of earning Power incurred
in the common enterprise, irrespective of the question of negligence, instead of leaving the
entire loss totest where it maY

chanceto fall - that is, uPon the
i nj ured empl oyee or his
dependents.
If the Supreme Court pronounces
that enrployers bear the charge for
workers' compensation, who can disagree?
Consumers
Despite the position adoPted at
least implicitly by various authors
and explicitly by the Supreme Court
that employers bear much of the
charges for the workers' comPensation program, there is another view
about who pays for the program that
has substantial support. In his initial
paragraph in the leading legal treatise
on workers' compensation law,
Arthur Larson states:
Workmen's compensation is
a mechanism for providing
cash-wage benefits and medical
care to victims of work-connected injuries, and for placing
the cost of these injuries ultimately on the consumer,
through the medium of insurance, w hose premi um s ar e
passed on in the cost of the
product.5
The notion that consumers are the
ultimate payers of the workers' compensation program has undoubtedly
the most memorable suPPorting
statement, which is attributed to former British Prime Minister David
Lloyd George: "the price of the Product should bear the blood of the workingman."6
Surely if Arthur Larson and LloYd
George agree that consumers pay for
the workers' compensation Program,
that must end the argument.
Workers
Yet another view exists about who
actually pays for workers' comPensation. This position, largely espoused
by economists, is that workers rather than employers or consumers
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- pay for mudr of the workers' cpmpensation program. Employees indirectly pay for the costs of workers'
compensation by receiving lower
wages than theywould have received
in the absence of workers' compensation. We will develop this position at
length here and in our later article; for
starters, we will simply quote a succinct statement of the notion that the
presence of workers' compensation
results in lower wages:
And just as the employee's
assumption of ordinary risks at
common law presumably was
taken into account in fixing the
rate of wages, so the fixed responsibility of the employer,
and the modified assumption of
risk by the employee under the
new system, presumably will be
reflected in the wage scale.T
Surely if Justice Pitney could foretell in his 1917 Supreme Court opinion the essence of the modern
economists' position about who pays
for workers' compensation, the idea
that workers pay for much of the program in the form of lower wages must
be correct.
Other Candidates
There are still other candidates
who, it may be asserted,bear some of
the costs of the workers' compensation program. To the extent thatworkers' compensation programs receive
subsidies from state or federal general revenues.- perhaps to pay for a
portion of the delivery system for
workers' compensation - then part
of the program is paid for by taxpayers. And to the extent that insura n ce c ar r ier s d o n o t re c e i v e
premiums that cover all of their expenses-a phenomenon examined in
an exchange of views by Robert Klein
and Ronald Retterath in a recentissue
of the Monitors - then part of the
costs of the workers' compensation
program are borne by these carriers
or their shareholders and owners. We
do deny that taxpayers and insurers
may pay part of the costs of workers'
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compensation.e Nonetheless, in the
interests of presenting artides that are
neither too long nor overly complex,
we cpnfine our primary attention to
consumers, employers, and workers
as the potential payers of the workers'
compensation program.

Who Cares Who Pays?
The "who pays" issue is important
because it has a direct bearing on
public policy. Knowledge of (or at
least perceptions about) who actually
pays for the workers'.compensation
program influences the attitudes of
workers (and their representatives,
including union leaders) and of employers (and their representatives, including insurance carriers) towards
statutory revisions that may increase
the costs of workers' compensation
insurance. If the parties assume that
employers or customers bear most or
all of the increased costs, then workers are more likely to pursue "expensive" reforms and employers are
more likely to resist these reform proposals.lo Conversely, if the parties asw orkers'
s u me that hi gher
compensation benefits are paid for in
large part by workers in the form of
lower wages, then workers may be
less likely to seek improved benefits
a4d employersmaybe less inclined to
oppose the reforms.
Another, perhaps less obvious, reason for the importance of knowing
who pays for the workers' compensation program is that "who pays" has a
bearing on what employee grouPs are
excluded from workers' compensation coverage. Perhaps the most notable example concerns the argument
sometimes made about why coverage
for household workers is inappropriate. This argument proceeds from the
premise that the purpose of workers'
compensation is to shift the cost of the
program from the employer to the
consumer (consistent with the Arthur
Larson position stated above).l1 This
premise is then used to challenge the
appropriateness qf covering house-

hold workers since there is no
customer to whom the employer (i,e.,
homeowner) can shift the costs of the
program. If, however, the premise is
wrong because workers pay for the
workers' compensation program in
the form of lower wages, then this
argument for not covering household
workers is specious.
Given our review of the arguments
concerning who may actually pay for
workers' compensation - and the
imporhnce of knowing who paYs we discuss in the remainder of this
article economic theory relevant to
this issue. As previously noted, such
theory will assist Monitor readers in
understanding our follow-up article,
which will provide a non-technical
summary of the empirical evidence
concerning who actually pays for
workers' compensation.

The Theory of Payroll Thx
Incidence The labor market is an exchange
between employers (demanders -or
buyers - of labor) and employees
(suppliers - or sellers - of labor);
the concerns (and thus the behavior)
of each of these groups are driven by
distinct sets of interests. As such, it is
useful to examine initially the employees' side of this exchange separately from the employerJ side. Since
the final forrn of the exchange relationship results from the interaction
of employees and employers, these
separate components must ultimately
be combined to determine the market
outcome. These interactions and the
effect of outside forces such as workers' compensation premiums can best
be understood if, as a first step, the
market is analyzed abstractly, using a
theory (or model) predicated on several assumptions about emPloYee
and employer behavior.
Of course, real world marketplaces
do not act as precisely or quickly as
one might infer from the abstractions,
but such a theoretical analysis is useful because it structures our thinking
(by providing a general framework or
model for analyzing a very complex
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and detailed array of real world market exdranges) and directs us to the
right questions. The ultimate answers
to these questions, however, depend
on the evidence generated by empirical examinations of actual labor marsubject to be
ket opeiatio
addressed in our next article'
Our focus in the remainder of this
artide is on reviewing the economic
theory germane to the toPic of who
acrually pays for workers' compensation. Since the traditional heatment in
the economics literature of the "who
pays' issue cpncerns the imposition
of a payroll tax and because workers'
compensation premiums are economically analogous to such a tax, our
analysis begins with a consideration
of the impact of imposing a paYroll
tax.12
Basic Market Theory

Employees

Price

Figure1B - ProductMarket

Loaves of Bread
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Figure 1A represents a labor market for an industry (e.g., the baking
industry) prior to the introduction of
a payroll tax.13 Its axes are the two
basic dimensions of a market exchange - quantity and price. The
horizontal axis measures the number
of workers per unit of time (such as a
year); the further to the right, the
larger the number of workers. The
vertical axis measures wages or labor
costs per employee per unit of time,
induding all forms of remuneration
(such as employer-paid health insurance), with higher points in the figure
representing higher remuneration
per employee.
The supply of labor curve (St) represents the number of potential employees to the industry at different
levels of wages. This curve slopes up
to the right, which reflects the simple
truism that more workers are willing
to supply their services to an industry
as the wage in that industry (i.e', for
bakers) increases (assuming that
wages in other occupations/industries are held constant). The demand
for labor curve (D1) represents the
perspective of industry employers
and their reaction to differing wage
levels. The downward sloPe of this
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Figure2A - The LaborMarketwith a PayrollTax
"Paid" bythe Employer
Wages/Labor
Costs
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Figure28 - The ProductMarketShowingthe
Indirect Effect of a Payroll Tax
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curve shows that employers are willing to hire more ernployees as wages
decline.la
Since the intersection of the supply
and demand curves is the only point
at which both employers and employees are mutually satisfied (that is,
they are on their respective curves),
there is a tendency for the labor market to mov.e toward and settle at the
intersection of supply and demand.
This intersection thus represents the
equilibrium industry wage (W1) and
employment level (N1). That is, at this
particular point, there is not a shortage of labor (a shortage would have
occurred had the wage been less than
the equilibrium wage, in which case
employers would have had to increase wages in order to attract job
applicants), nor is there a surplus of
labor (a surplus would have occurred
had the wage been higher than the
equilibrium wage, in which casethere
would have been more job applicants
than openings and employers could
lower wages and still fill their openings). Since both employers and empl oyees are sati sfi ed w i th t he
equilibrium wage, this wage will re'
main in effect until there are shifts in
the demand or supply curves; we discuss these shifts (and the factors causing these shifts) later in this article.
Figure 1B represents the product
market for the same industry Oaking). The axes again are the two basic
dimensions of a market exchange quantity and price. The horizontal
axis measures the number of loaves of
bread per unit of time (such as a year)
the further to the right, the larger the
number of loaves. The vertical axis
measures the price per loaf of bread;
higher points in the figure represent a
higher price. The product market participants are the sellers and buyers of
bread. As with the baking industry
labor market, it is useful initially to
consider the market participants separately and then examine their interaction.
'lhe supply of bread curve (Ss1)
represents the perspective of bread
sellers and their reaction to differing
prices of bread. This curve slopes up
to the right, which shows that sellers
are willing to sell more bread as the
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price per loaf increases' Consumer
breferencesare represented by the deirand curve (Drr), and their-willingness to purchase more bread as the
price decreases is reflected in the
downward slope of this curve' The
intersection of the curves rePresenting the buyers and sellers yields an
equilibrium price (P1) and quantity
(Qt) of bread.
iheLabor and product marketsshoam
in Figures LA and 18 are intqrelnted.
For e"xample,anything that affects the
equilibrium level of compensation in
th'e labor market will influence the
cost of production and thus the sIPply curve for bread in the plodu$
mlrket (at a given price of bread,
hieher production costs would result
in"a smiller supply of bread)'rs liko
wise, an increase in the demand for
bread (a shift right in the Product
market demand curye as the result,
for example, of increased consumers'
incomes or greater consumer'tastes'
for the good) will lead to a !igh91
price an-d a larger number of sold
loaves, which will in turn increase the
demand for workers in the labor market (cause a shift right in the labor
market demand curve as a result of
this change in product demand).
There will thus be a series of "adjustments" in both the product market
and labor market, and new equilibriums (points of intersection between the respective supPlY and
demand curves) will be achieved.
The Introduction of a
Payroll Thx
I{ith this brief explanation of labor
and product markets and their interrelationships as background, we now
examine what hapPens when a
pawoll tax is introduced. In order to
iimplify the analysis, we assume the
tax is a fixed amount per worker Per
year (rather than some tYPe of Profortional tax) and that the employer
is required to pay the tax in addition
to any wages paia to the emPloYee:
that is, the payroll tax is noninally
"paid" by the employer. In the first
phase of 6ur analyiis,'we assume that
th" ta* is not us6d to purchase anything that is valued by emPloYees.
fie effect of the payroll tax on the
labor market is shown in Figure 2A'
The employer is only willing to pay a
total remuneration package (inclu-
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sive of the payroll tax and the worker's wage)-that corresponds to the
labor demand curve Dt in Figure 2A,
which is identical to the labor demand curveD, inFigure 1A' Fromthe
employer's perspective, the quantity
of labor that it wants to hire at a
particular price of labor does not deiend on who actually-orreceives the
the goverh- the worker
^or,"y whatmatters to the emPloYer
mentis that it must pay out the money' The
tax that is remitted to the government
is represented by the vertical distance
between demand curves Dt and D2;
since the tax is a iixed amount Per
worker, the demand curves are parallel. The new demand curve faced bY
workers is D, - that is, the amount
the employer is willing to PaY for a
given amount of labor (asrepresented
by D1) minus the payroll tax rePres6nted by the vertical distance between D1 and Dt
The new equilibrium in the labor
market that detenrrines the wage actuallyreceived by the employees after
the imposition of the payroll tax occurs at the intersection of the supply
curve S, and the demand curve as
seen by workers Dr (that is, the workers are not aware of demand curve
Dr). The intersection of the two
curves determines the total employment for the industry (N2), the wage
received by the employees (WzE), and
the labor costs per employee (wages
plus tax) paid by the employer (WrR)'
The impact on the labor market of
the imposition of the payroll tax can
be seenin Figure 24: there has been a
drop in employment from N1 to N; a
deciease in the wage received by employees from W, to WtE; and an inireise in the labor cost (wages plus
tax) per employee paid by employers
from Wt to W2R16 Again, the wedge
between W2E and WrR is the amount
of the payroll tax.
Becausethe labor and product markets are interrelated, the imposition of
the payroll tax in the labor market will
also hhve an impact on the Product
market's price of bread and number
of loaves sold. This can be seen in
Figure 28. The initial supply and demand curves for bread are S' and
Ds1, which are identical to the corresponding curves in Figure 18. The
payroll tax increases the Per emirt,iy"" labor cost paid by employers,

which in turn increases the costs of
producing bread and thus causes the
'supply crive to shift from SBr to SR2The result is that the price of bread
increases from Pt te P2, while the
quantity of bread sold decreasesfrom
Qr to Qz'
The graphical analysis so far has
indicated that the effect of a payroll
tax includes reduced emPloYment,
lower wages to workers, higher labor
costspaidby employers, higher product plices, and lower sales of the
product. These effects are what econbmists would term the incidence of
the payroll tax.17
The Nominal Payer
What determines the relative importance (extent) of these various
effects in the labor and product markets? One thing that does not affect
the incidence of the payroll tax is who
bears the tax in a nominal or accounting sense. This is demonstrated in
Figure 3, which examines the incideinceof the payroll tax when workers are required to have the tax
withheld from their pay and thus become the nominal payers of the tax.
(In the previous section, the employer
had to pay a fixed amount Per employee in addition to wages and thus
was the nominal payer of the entire
payroll tax.)
'
Workers are still only willing to
supply labor on the basis of the wage
they receive. Before the imposition of
the'tax, the labor supply &rve S, in
Figure 3 corresponds to Sr in Figure
1A. After the tax is imposed, to attract
any given quantity of labor, the wage
paid bv the employer will then have
to be niore (bv the imount of the tax).
The payroll tix must then be added to
the wage received by the employee to
determine the supply curve St that
employers will face in the labor market.
Because 52 is different from Sr bY
the amount of the paYroll tax nominallv "paid" by the worker, the empl ovei redui es the num ber of
woikers who are hired, and the wage
received by the remaining employees
drops. The intersection of the labor
demand curve D. with the labor suPplv curve S" determines the total emirl6yment f6r the industry (Nr), the
wale received by the emPloYees
(W"E), and the total labor cost paid by
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Figure3 - The Labor Marketwith a PayrollTax
"Paid" by the Worker
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Figure4 - The Labor Marketwith an
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Employees

the employer (WrR).Theastutereader will instantly (or at least quickly)
recognizethat Nr, WrE, and W"R are
identical in Figures 2A and 3 - that
is, theeffectsof apayroll tax on incidence
whethr thenominal(or
areunaffectedby
accounting)bearr of thepayrolltax is the
anployer (Figure 2N or the mrployea
(Figure3).

The Role of Elasticity
If who is the nominal payer of the
payroll tax does not affect the incidence of the payroll tax (that is, the
changes in wages, employment,
product prices,and product salesresulting from the imposition of the
tax), what does determine the incidence (that is, who actually pays)?
The answerin large part dependson
the relative elasticities of demand
and supply curves,where elasticity is
a measureof the responsivenessof
quantity changes (employment or
product sales,dependingon the market) to changes in price (wages or
product prices, depending on the
market).
As a rough guide, a supply or demand curve is elastic if the curve is
relatively flat (horizontal); in other
words, if there is a relatively large
change in quantity (emploYment or
product sales)in responseto a relatively small change in the price of
labor or the product. A suPPlY or
demand curveis inelasticif the curve
is relatively steep(vertical),that is, a
relatively large changein price yields
only a small changein quantitY'18
In order to appreciate how differencesin the elasticity of supply
affect payroll tax incidence, consider
Figure 4.1eThis figure is drawn with
an inelasticlabor supply curve (that
is, the curveis relatively steep),while
the labor demand curves are identical
to those used in Figure 2A. As in
Figure 2A, we will assume that the
payroll tax is nominally paid by the
employer and that the service Purchasedwith the tax receipts are of no
direct value to employees.As in our
previous figures, the supply and demand curves for labor Prior to the
introduction of the payroll tax are denoted asS, and D1,while the effect of
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the payroll tax is to create a demand
curve D, that is parallel to and lower
than D1 by the amount of the payroll
tax. Figure 4 is drawn so that the
equilibrium wage and quantity of labor prior to the imposition of the
payroll tax (Wr and N1) are identical
to the corresponding pre-tax quantity
and wage shown in Figure 2A, and is
also drawn so that the amount of the
payroll tax (shown by the vertical distance between Dt and D2) is the same
in Figures 2,{ and 4.
The effect of a relatively inelastic
suppiy curve in the market can be
observed by comparing the post-tax
results in Figures 2A and 4. The new
equilibrium wage received by workers (WtR) and the new labor cost paid
by employers (WrE) are lower in Figure 4 than are the corresponding
wages and labor costs in Figure 2A,
while the drop in employment resulting from the introduction of the
payroll tax (from Nr to N2) is less in
Figure 2A. As a generalizatton, the
more inelastic the supply curcefor labor,
the greater will be the drop in waga
receioedbyworkers and the smaller will
be the increase in labor costs per employee (wages plus tax) paid by employers from the imposition of the
payroll tax.2oAbo, thc moreinelasticthe
hbor market suryl! curve, the smaller
will be the decline in employmenf from
the imposition of the payroll tax.
Theincidence of the payroll taxalso
depends on the elasticity of the demand curve for labor. Figure 5 is
drawn with the labor supply curve
identical to that shown in Figure 2A,
while the demand curves D, and D,
are more inelastic than the corresponding curves in Figure 2.A. Figures 2A and 5 are drawn so that the
equilibrium wage and quantity of labor prior to the payroll tax are identical. (Wr and N1 are the same in both
figures.) In both figures, the imposition of the payroll tax results in a
demand curve for labor expressed in
terms of wages received by employees (D2), which is parallel to Dt
and lower than Dt by the amount of
the payroll tax. The intersection of Dt
and S, in Figures 2A and 5 produces a
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Figure5 - The Labor Marketwith an
lnelasticDemandCurve
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level of employment N2r ? w?ge received by employees of WrE, and labor costs (wages plus tax) paid by
employers of WrR.
The effect of a relatively inelastic
demand curve in the labor market can
be observed by comparing the posttax results in Figures 2.A,and 5. The
wage received by workers (after the
tax) - WzE - is higher in Figure 5
than the corresponding wage in Figure 2A, while the drop in employrhent (N, to N2) resulting from the
introduction of the payroll tax is less
in Figure 5 than in Figure 2A. As a
generalization, the more inelastic the
dernandcurve for labor, the smallq will
be the drop in wagesreceivedby workrs
and the greater will be the increase in
labor costs (wages plus tax) paid by
employers from the imposition of the
payroll tax.
The relationships just examined
(among the elasticities of supply and
demand, the tradeoff between wages
and employment, and the consequencesof imposing a payroll tax)
mean that the larger the effect of the
payroll taxon employment, the smaller will be the effect of the payroll tax
on the wages received by workers.
Conversely, the smaller the effect of
the payroll tax on employment, the

Employees

larger the effect of the payroll tax on
wages received by workers.
fnfluences on Elasticities
What influences elasticity? Elasticity is essentially a concept of flexibility - when a price changes, how
able are people to respond to that
change? For exanple, if the price of a
particular product increares, can consumers switch to a less expensive
product? If wages increase, can ernployers move operations to an area
with less expensive labor, or substitute more capital (for example, machinery) for labor? If the wage rate
decreases, can workers find another
job in another ocorpation/industry
that offers better wages?
One obvious determinant of the responsiveness to an increase in price
(say, for example, workers' compensation) is the length of the adjustment
period. Any such responses are more
likelyafter people have time to identify and adopt alternatives. If workers'
compensation premium rates are increased, there will not be much of a
response on the day the rate changes
are implemented, but over time employers, employees, and consumers
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may develop alternatives and respond. Thus, demand curves in the
product and labor markets will tend
to become more elastic in the long
run,21
The level of aggregation in an analysis also influences the flexibility of
the response. If our analysis focused
on a single firm, the demand for labor
would be more elastic than if we included the whole industry (which
would, in turn, be more elastic than if
we included the entire economY).z
Price increases in just one firm will
lead to more of a loss of business
(decreased quantity demanded) than
if the increases occurred across all
firms in the industry. With just one
firm increasing prices, consumers
have more readily available alternatives (other firms in the industry) than
if all firms increased prices. Similarly,
if wages decreased across all firms,
the worker would have less flexibility
to change jobs than if just one firm
had decreased wages.
Value to tl:e Worker
The nature of the workers' comPensation program requires a suPPlementto the standard theoryof payroll
tax incidence.a As noted above, the
traditional analysis assumes that the
payroll tax is used for purposes that
have no direct benefit to workers.
Workers' compensation premiums,
however, are used to Pay for job-specificinsurance that certainly has some
direct value to workers. As a result of
this value to workers, the labor supply associated with anygiven level of
wages in an industry with such insurance is greater than it would be if the
payroll tax were simply funneled into
the general revenues.
The situation is analogous to the
greater supply associated with a remuneration of $100 in wages plus $20
in fringe benefits compared to a remuneration of only $100 in wages as long as the fringe benefits have
some value to aspiring job applicants
who are deciding where to work' Of
cours€, the extent to which supply is
greater is a function of how valuable
the fringes (or workers' comPensa-
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Figure6 - The Labor Marketwith a PayrollTax "Paid" by the
Employerthat ProvidesBenefitsof
costs
wages/Labor
Valueto the Worker
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tion) are to employees. (The more the
fringe benefits are valued, the greater
will be the increase (shift) in the labor
supply curve.)
The effect of this resultant greater
supply is illustrated in Figure 6. Prior
to the introduction of the payroll to,;
the intersection of St and D1 Produced a wage of Wr and an emPloYme n t level of N 1. Then the
equilibrium conditions with a payroll
tax not valued by employees (sudr as
represented in Figure 2A) - the intersection of D, and Sr - imPlies a wage
received by employees of WrE, a labor cost to the employer of W"& and
an employment level of Nt. This equilibrium will change, however, if the
insurance is valued by workers, as
more people will want to work in the
industry offering this "fringe benefit." Thus, the labor supply curve will
shift right (increase),with the amount
of the shift depending on the value
employees place on the insurance
provided by workers' compensation'
Compared to the situation where
employees do not value the insurance, the new equilibrium Point the intersection of St and D" - inplies lower wage received by the employees (WrE), greater emPloYment
(N3 rather than N2), and a lower labor

No Nr

Employees

cost to the employer (WrR) than the
corresponding values for the labor
market equilibrium with a payroll tax
of no value to workers (shown by the
intersection of Dt and S1).

Conclusion
The thrust of the labor market theory of payroll taxes should now be
crystal clear! Hopefully, the formalization of these basic notions into a
graphical forrnat has served to clarify
rather than obfuscate. Our review of
economic theory has Presented five
fundamental points. First, payroll
taxes (including workers' comPensation) evoke responses in the marketplace that must be taken into
account if we are to understand their
impact (incidence, or effect on "who
pays"). While these resPonses are
surely not instantaneous or precise,
the theory does point out the market's
long-run tendencies. Second, these
"6xe{' are best viewed as being imposed on the emploYment relationship rather than on the nominal payer
of the fees.
Third, a key influence as to who is
the ultimate payer of the tax is the
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flefbility both employers and employees have in responding to the
imposition of such a tax - a par{y's
inflexible (inelastic) response will result in them bearing more of the burden in the form of lower wages
received by workers or higher labor
costs paid by employers. Fourth,
since there is a tradeoff between the
level of employment and wages, a
greater impact on wages results in a
lesser impact on employment. Fiftlu
the degree to which employees value
what is purchased with the tax is another key influence on the tax's impact. If, for example, a dollar of
payroll tax purchases insurance that
is worth a dollar to employees, the tax
will result in wages that are a dollar
less than they otherwise would be.
As noted above, the theory of tax
incidence structures our thinking and
helps us formulate the appropriate
questions about who actually pays for
workers' compensation, but ultimately it is evidence from the real
world that must inform us about who
pays for workers' compensation and
how those payments are made. This
evidence is the subject of our next
article, which will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Monitor.
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from the SocialSecurityAdministration.
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The adjusted manual rate (percent of
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payroll) computationstake into considera- variety of other factors; the empirical studies
tion a variety of factors(induding premium
reviewed in our follow-up artide attempt to
discountsfor quantity purchases,dividends
statistically qcntrol for many of these influreceivedfrom insurancecompanies,and
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manual rate modifications due to the emIf workers not covered by workers' comployer's own compensableexperience)and
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arebasedon a methodologydevelopedand
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other side of the workers' compensation
principle was that the benefits in the program were the employer's only liability to
his or her errployees. This limited liability/
no-fault system involved a "quid pro quo."
8. RobertW. Klein, "Regulation, Co*po
tition, and Profitability in Workers' Compensation Insurance," and Ronald C. Retterath,
"Regulation, Competition, and Profitability
in Workers'Compensation Insurance:A Response" Workers' CompensationMonitor 5,
No. 2 (March/ Apnl 1992): 7-24.
9. lndeed, the loss ratio data referred to
in the "Dgest of Important Publications'
sectionof thelastissue of theMozifol suggest
that workers' compensation insurers are not
covering all of their expenses.
10.We do not mean to imply that workers who assume that employers or customers
bear mudr of the costsof the workers'compensation program are oblivious to the financial viability of their employer. The
nature of the product market (whether, for
example, the employer is a monopoly) and
the overall state of the economy (whethel for
exarnple, there is a recession) rnay also have
a bearing on workers' attitudes towards
workers' compensation reforms.
11.The argument made in the text about
why coverage of household workers may be
inappropriate is provided by Arthur Larson
in Workmen's CompensationDesk Edition,
(192), Sec.50.25:
"From the humanitarian point of view, it
has often been urged that the ultimate goal
should be protection of all employees, since
the plight of the worker injured while in
nonbusines.s or domestic work is no less
serious than that of the injured industrial
worker. The argument is aimed both at judicial action and at legislative action to eliminate the various specific nonbusiness
exemptions such as domestic service.
However desirable sudr a step may be, it
should not be undertaken without a reabzation that something more is involved than a
mere numerical increase in the number of
employeesprotected."
"It has always been assumed, rightly or
wrongly, that the cost of compensation pro'
tection did not become a burden upon the
employer directly, since he was expected to
pass the cost along to the consumer in the
price of the product. There are those who
argue that this does not go to the essenceof
the compensation idea, and perhaps does
not really work out at a[ but the fact remains
that for decades the compensation principle
has been made acceptable to employers
(and, to some extent, also to skeptical courts)
on the argument that the cost could be
passed along through the medium of insurance whose premiums are reflected in the
cost accountson which the price is based....
When a similar liability is imposed upon the
householder, however, who produces and
sells no goods or services that can bear the
cost of compensationinsurance, the law has
gone one step further and said that any
employer, solely because he stands in the
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employment relation to an employee, is liable without far:lt for the latter's injuries and
must assume and absorb the entire ultinate
cost himself."

actual experience,wages nigtrt not go down,
but rather over tine they would not go up as
mudr as they would have gone up without
the tax.

12. Payroll taxes are mandatory contributions by employers (an4 sometimes,employees) of a portion of ernployees' wages, to
v€rious social insurance trust funds. Payroll
taxes in this country are used to finance the
federal Social Security (OASDHD program,
as well as state unemployment insurance
Programs.
13. For the purposes of brevity and simplicity, we analyze market behavior at the
industry (rather than the fum) level. Ow
analysisincorporatesthe standard neodassical assumptionsof a competitive market.

17. "1\e term incidence as commonly
used refers to the location of the 'ultimate' or
the'direc/ money burden of the'tax assudt.'
It is said to occur whmever a particular piece
of the tax comes to 'rest' with the 'final'
payee...." (Emphasis in original; citations
omitted.) Ridrard A. Musgrave, TheThmry of
Public Financz: A Study in Public Eanony
(New York McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1,959),p.227.

14. This employment-wage relationship
(or 'movement along the demand cuwe')
assumesthat other factors which may cause
the demand curve to move - or shift - are
held constant. Examples of factors whidr
may cause a 'shift' in the demand cuwe
indude a changein: demand for theproduct,
the price of capital and other resources, and
technological/productivity dranges.We discussin the next section 'shifts' in the demand
(and supply) o:rves.
As two prominent labor economistsnote,
'1t is important to distinguish between a
shift in a demand curve and movement
along a cuwe. A labor demand curve graphically shows the labor desired as a function
of the wage rate (the wage is on one axis and
the number employed is on the other). When
the wage dranges and other forces are held
unchanged, one moves along the curve.
Howevet when one of the other forces
changes, the labor demand curve shifts. Unlike wages, these forces are not directly
shown whm the demand curve for labor is
drawn. Thus, when they change, a different
relationship between wages and employment prevails, and this shows up as a shift of
the demand curve. If more labor is desired at
any glven wage rate, thm the curve has
shifted to the right. If lesslabor is demanded
at eadr wage rate that might prevail, then the
demand curve has shifted left." (Emphasisin
the original.) Ronald G. Ehrenberg and
Robert S. Smilh, Modern Labor Economics:
Thcoryand Public Policy,4th ed. (New York:
Harper Collins Publishers,Inc., 1997),p.36.
15. The product market supply curve
will shift asa result of dranges in such factors
as the price of inputs (induding labor) used
in producing the good. Higher production
costs, for example, will cause the product
market supply curve to shift left and thus, at
a given price of brea4 there will be a smaller
supply of bread than was the case before
production costs increased.
16.Labor costsper employeepaid by the
employer increase because,while errployees
have absorbed part of the cost of the payroll
tax (through lower wages),employeeshave
not absorbedall of the cost (sincethe anount
of wage 'cut' (W, minus WrE) is less than the
size of the payroll tax (!VrR minus QE)). In
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18.For example, elasticity of demand for
labor may be defined as the percentage
change in employment resulting from a
small drange (say,one percent) in the wage
rate for labor. A one percent increase in the
wage rate will result in a greater drange
(decrease) in errployment with an elastic
demand curve than would a one percent
increase in the wage rate with an inelastic
demand curve. Readers may be curious at
this point about why demand or supply
curves are relatively elastic or inelastic; we
discussin a later section of thispaper some of
the factors that affect elasticity.
19. For purposes of simptfication, we
discuss elasticity only in terms of the labor
market, and not in terms of either the product market or the interaction of the labor and
product markets.
20. If the labor supply curve was perfectly (completely) inelastic - that is, parallel to the wages axis of the graph - there
would be no increase in labor costs per employee paidby the employer, as the wage ort
sustained by workers would equal the entire
amount of the payroll tax.
21. The relative elasticity of the demand
and supply cuwes in labor and product markets are thus not immutable. Labor unions,
for example, may attempt by various means
to make the demand curve for labor more
inelastic.
22. Elasticities of the deurand for labor
also varv across industries. For a review of
studies in this area, see:Ronald G. Ehrmberg
and Robert S.Smith, Moilern Iabor Eanomics:
Theoryanil Public Policy,4th ed. (New York:
Harper Collins Publishers, lnc,'1991), p. 777.
23. The discussion in this section draws
upon Lawrence H. Summers, "Some Simple
Economics of Mandated Benefie," American
Economic Reoiant79, No. 2 (May 1989):

7n-183.
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Annual Conference.July &10,1993.
Held at Hyatt Regency,
Albuquerque,New Mexico.
Additional information: Toby Wright
(sOs/841-5006).
National Symposium on
Workers' Compensation.july 11-14,
1993.Held at New Brunswick,New
|ersey.Seventeenthannual
symposium/ directed by John F.
Burton, |r. and Edward P.Welch in
conjunction with the Rutgers
University Centerfor Management
Development.Additional
information: Gail Allen at CMD
(908/932-s639).
EasternAssociation IAIABC
Annual Conference.September
19-23,L993.Held at RadissonHotel,
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information: Anthony Skiff
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